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Innumerable are the stories of narrow 

escapes of money lost by stoppage of pay- 

ment of banks, and the clever, if unscrupu- 

lous, way in which men holding notes of the 

bankrupt bank manage to get rid of them. 

As, for instance, is that of the surly old 

banker who fell a victim to the one-sided 

view of the proverb of the early bird being 

most likely to secure the worm. He prided 

himself on his punctuality, and was in the 

habit of reaching his office before his clerks 

were strictly due, in order to enjoy the 

pleasure of taunting them for their unbusi- 

ness-like propensity of delaying attendance 

on their duties to the last legitimate moment. 

It is recorded that on one occasion, as he 

was entering his office half an hour before 

business began, a stranger accosted him on 

the step of the door of the Dani? in great 

haste, saying,— 

“ Banker, the coach is about to start. If 

I wait until your bank opens, I shall miss it. 

I want change for a £20 note, and must 

have it.” 

The astute banker put difficulties in the 

way. His safe was not open. Business 

did not begin until ten o’clock. It was 

irregular to transact business before banking 

hours. In a word, he would require to 

charge a commission on the transaction. 

The stranger, not to miss his coach, as he 

put it, was willing to pay any reasonable 

commission, and, finally, exchanged the 

note, being charged ten shillings for the 

accommodation. On the arrival of the 

clerks at the proper hour, the banker, in 

order to point a moral on the virtues of 
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punctuality, early rising, devotion to busi- 
ness, and such like, related the profitable 
transaction; but on opening his letters 
when business really began, found to his 
chagrin that the bank which had issued the 
note he had cashed to the stranger had 

stopped payment on the previous afternoon ! 

Considering the vast sums that pass from 
the hands of bankers to men who are less 

or more strangers, it is amazing that cases 
of misappropriation of money are not more 

frequent. Despite the greatest caution the 
risk is undoubtedly great. Bankers do not 

so often fall victims to forgery now-a-days 

as to the trick played by the light-fingered 
gentry of altering a figure in a carelessly- 

written cheque to a larger amount. For 

instance, by simply adding a cypher after 
the figure 8 in the margin of a cheque, and 
the letter “y” to the word “eight” in the 
body of a cheque, the total amount is con- 

verted into a legible eighty that defies detec- 

tion by the most experienced eye. American 
bankers are much more careful in demand- 

ing identification before making payments 
than we are in England. A well-known 
English baronet and M.P. startled a cashier 

on being asked, when he presented a circu- 
larnote for payment in a town through 

which he was passing, by what means he 

could be identified. ‘“‘ Well, I don’t know. 

I know no one here. But if you like to 

show me into your consulting room, I will 

let you see the tail of my shirt, on which 

you will find my name written!” Whether 

the test was accepted or not, history does 
not say. 

PORK: 

factures embrace foundries, ironworks, tan- 

neries, soap-works. The great pork-curing 

establishments are at Covington, on the 

southern side of the river. Here piggy 

is converted into pork before he has time 

to squeak. The hogs are reared in the


